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Abstract

The design criteria and testing of a IEL (Non-lonizing-Energy-Loss) spectrometerfor the NGR space station is
described. GaAs and SiC LEDs are employed to measure NIEL.

1. INTRODUMON

'Me variation of the reciprocal response ume -Tm of GaAs LEDs has been shown to be linear with proton fluence and
thus dIcm)/# can be used as a measure of the radiation damage 1,21. It was therefore proposed that GaAs LEDs ould be
used as NIEL monitors on the MIR space station 3).

Both the light output L and the response time zm vary with the radiation fluence p and are related to heir initial
values Lo and ro by

(Lo/L)o' =co/Tm = I co Kc (P (1)

'Ibus a response time damage constant K., can be defined as

Kz (d(l/'cm)/d(p) (2)
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Figure 1. Aftm) (solid points) and Lo[L (open points) versus pfE for 70 MeV protons irradiation.
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Figure 3 chm versus Lo/L for four GaAs T)s irradiated with protons of energy of 577 MeV.

The relation between /L and rrm was indeed a power law (see Fig. 2 with cE between 0.5 and 065. A low-dose light
damage constant KLO'can be defined as

KLO = (d(LOX)/dip) 9.0 (3)

Then

,r, Kr KLo (4)

U. SPECTROMETER

'Tbe KIEL spectrometer package contained 20 GaAs LEDs, 10 SiC LEDs 41, and 13 cations for TD 700s In
order to probe different energy regions of the radiation field, he package is divided into four compartments covered by
absorbers of varying thicknesses.

'Me 250 x 250 Rm GaAs chips were mounted on TO 18 headers without any encapsulation. The junction depth of
40 pm was determined from a SEM image. The GaAs LEDs came from a production run and were all from the sarn wafer.
Selected LEDs were monitored over a few weeks prior to having a layer of silicon nitride applied to them for protection
against exposure to atomic oxygen. A -equency-domain technique was used to measure the response times -cm which were
were typically 1200 as with a repeatability of ± 2 as.

The response of the GaAs LEDs to proton fluence is expected to be inversely proportional to their energy. By
having an array of LEDs behind a series of absorbers one can thus provide data on the proton energy spectrum. The prese4t
LEDs suffer nonlinear irrecoverable damage for q, > 1010 p/cm2 thus SiC LEDs, which are some 500 times more radiation
resistant than GaAs LEDs 31, were added to the package.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TEM

'Me minimum fluence of 2 x 108 P/CM2 achieved with the Universitt de Montr6a 6 MV Tandem, limited the
number of measurements. Te effects on both the response time and the intensity of the light were measured as a function of
the fluence qo for energies between 1.0 and 94 MeV at the p-n junctions.

Data for,&(I/-zm) and Lo/L vs. fluence from which the damage constants KC and KLo were derived are shown in
figure 1. Kc and KLO as functions of the proton energy are shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 K., closed points, and KLo, open points, as ftinctions of the proton energy.

One of the advantages of LEDs as radiation monitors is their sensitivity and it is thirefore of interest to estimate the

minimum fluence which can be detected by these devices. Repeated laboratory measurements show typicallytm = 1200

± 03 ercent Measurements on a set of sixteen LEDs made over a period of 9 months show no significant systematic tmad

and have standard deviations of ± 04 percent thus it would be possible to detect a fluence of 4 x 107 p/cm2 of 10 MeV
protons, with sensitivity scaled as I/E for other energies.
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